Welcome to Lutherstadt Wittenberg!

Lutherstadt Wittenberg will this August celebrate the 500th anniversary of the Reformation and give you a chance to experience the momentous events of 1517 also in the places where they had their impact. Wonders of the world: The Wittenberg Castle Church, Luther’s Home, Luther’s Garden, Cranach House, Lutherkirche, and the Wittenberg English Ministry will open their doors for you.

Organ music to end the week: ‘Mit Zweien, spiel drei, Schneider...’

Wittenberg English Ministry
17-20 August 2017
From 10.00 am – 5.45 pm

The Musical Life of the Reformation
On the rhythm of the organ and the dance of the wandering artist, the journey begins.

17-18 August 2017

Business and Sustainability: From the Renaissance to the Reformation
The past is the future: The Reformation as a corporate culture, with the Renaissance as a frame of reference.

17-18 August 2017

Experiencing the Bible
Discovering the Bible – Luther’s vision of a new era, which is still appropriate today.

17-23 August 2017

Weimar and Dessau
3-9 August 2017

Saxony and Elbe
8-14 August 2017

Main Stage

Heaven’s Tent – Here the world comes together. Take a look at a 3D projection of a visual world made of shoe-boxes, get to know the creative ideas of people who are changing our society. Take the test and create your own vision of a better world. At the bottom of the mountain, you’ll find theQUESTION BOX, where you ask the questions that are changing and preoccupying our societies. Does it mean for each individual person? The World Reformation Exhibition will answer these questions. The exhibition is open until 11 pm.

Friday, 25 August
3:00 pm

World Reformation Exhibition
Gates of Freedom
Open-air Memorial Service

Children’s Bible of Weimar
With Matti Klein, Lars Zander and others

Church@Night
Night Adventure

‘Akademie für Alte Musik’
Organ music to end the week

With Duo CollecTiv
Concert

With guests from 4 continents
Concert

Vintage soul jazz trio
Hands on Soul
Concert

Organ at Noon
Concert

With Stephan Bienwald (guitar)
Concert

With Uta Häuser (violin and recorder)
Concert

With Tamás Fabiny (Bishop)
Concert

4:30 pm

World Reformation Exhibition
Gates of Freedom
Introduction to the Gate area ‘Youth’

Opening of the Gate area ‘Youth’

12:30 pm

LUTHER 1517
Exhibition

Wittenberg in Reformation times

Pastoral Care in the Evangelical Church in Germany.

Ecumenical Tavern or in the Bavarian Garden. And don’t forget the LUTHER-HOTEL WITTENBERG, located at theapiro of the market square. It is the perfect base for your stay in Wittenberg.
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